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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce the notion of bipolar fuzzy subLA-semigroup and bipolar fuzzy left 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In 1965, L. Zadeh introduced the notion of a 
fuzzy set f of a non-empty set X in his classic 
paper [1]. The concept of fuzzy subgroup 
initiated by Rosenfeld in his paper [2], of 
1971. Fuzzy subgroup and its important 
properties were defined and established by 
Rosenfeld [2]. In 1981, Kuroki introduced the 
concept of fuzzy semigroup in his paper [3]. 
Recently, in [4, 5], S. Abdullah et.al., 
introduced the concept of the direct product of 
intuitionistic fuzzy ideals and bi-ideals of LA-
semigroups and obtained some fundamental 
results. Abdullah et. al., introduced the notions 
of direct product of finite fuzzy subset of LA-
semigroup in [6]. In [7], Abdullah et. al 
initiated the concept of  , -intuitionistic 
fuzzy ideals in hemirings and obtained some 
fundamental results. The notion of ideals plays 
an important role in the study of ring theory, 
semiring theory, semigroup theory and LA-
semigroup theory etc. Abdullah et al studied 
further more different structures, see for detail 
[8,9,10]. 
In fuzzy sets [1], the membership degree of 
elements range over the interval ].1,0[ The 
membership degree assigned the degree of 

belongingness of elements to a fuzzy set. The 
membership degree 1 indicates that an 
element completely belongs to its 
corresponding fuzzy set and membership 
degree 0  indicates that an element does not 
belong to fuzzy set. The membership degrees 
on the interval )1,0( indicate the partial 
membership to the fuzzy set. Sometimes, the 
membership degree means the satisfaction 
degree of elements to some property or 
constraint corresponding to a fuzzy set. By the 
way, among such elements, some have 
irrelevant characteristics to the property 
corresponding to a fuzzy set and the others 
have contrary characteristics to the property. 
The traditional fuzzy set representation cannot 
tell apart contrary elements from irrelevant 
elements. Consider a fuzzy set young defined 
on the age domain ]100,0[  in [11]. Now 
consider two ages 50  and 95 with 
membership degree 0. Although both of them 
do not satisfy the property young, we may say 
that age 95  is more apart from the property 
rather than age 50  in [11].  Only with the 
membership degrees ranged on the interval 

]1,0[ , it is difficult to express the difference of 
the irrelevant elements from the contrary 
elements in fuzzy sets. If a set representation 
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could express this kind of difference, it would 
be more informative than the traditional fuzzy 
set representation. 
In 1994, Zhang [12] initiated an extension of 
fuzzy sets named bipolar-valued fuzzy sets. 
He gave two kinds of representations of the 
notion of bipolar-valued fuzzy sets. In case of 
bipolar-valued fuzzy sets membership degree 
range is enlarged from the interval  ]1,0[  to 

]1,1[ . In a bipolar-valued fuzzy set, the 
membership degree 0 indicates that elements 
are irrelevant to the corresponding property, 
the membership degrees on ]1,0(  assigns that 
elements some what satisfy the property, and 
the membership degrees on )0,1[  assign that 
elements somewhat satisfy the implicit 
counter-property [11]. 
In [13, 14], Jun and Park applied the notion of 
bipolar-valued fuzzy set to BCH/BCK -
algebras. They introduced the concept of 
bipolar fuzzy subalgebras/ideals of a 
BCH/BCK-algebras, and investigated several 
properties. Recently, K. J. Lee applied the 
notion of bipolar-valued fuzzy set to 
BCK/BCI-algebras [15]. He introduced the 
notion of bipolar fuzzy subalgebras and 
bipolar fuzzy ideals of BCK/BCI-algebras and 
several properties are investigated. Relations 
between a bipolar fuzzy subalgebra and a 
bipolar fuzzy ideal are given. Recently, In 
[16], M. Akram adopted the concept of bipolar 
fuzzy set to graph theory and introduced 
bipolar fuzzy graphs. For further study [17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31]. 
In this paper, we introduce the notion of 
bipolar fuzzy subLA-semigroup and bipolar 
fuzzy left (right) ideal of LA-semigroups and 
several properties are investigated. Moreover 
we give some characterization theorems of 
bipolar fuzzy left (right) ideals of LA-
semigroups. In lastly, we prove that 
if ,B be a bipolar fuzzy set of an 

LA-semigroup S  and ]1,0[]0,1[),( ts , 
then ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy left (resp. 
right) ideal of S  if and only if the sets 

})(:{ txSxBt  and 
})(:{ sxSxBs  are left (resp. 

right) ideals of .S   
 

PRELIMINARIES 
An LA-semigroup is defined as: a 
groupoid ,S with left invertive law. By a 
subLA-semigroup of S  we mean a non-empty 
subset A  of S  such that AA2 . A non-
empty subset A  of S   is called a left (resp. 
right) ideal of S  if ASA  (resp. AAS ). A 
non-empty subset A  of S   is called a two-
sided ideal or simply an ideal of  S  if it is 
both a left and a right ideal of S . A non-empty 
subset  B   of  S   is called bi-ideal of  S   if  

BBB   and  BBSB   and  B   is called 
generalized bi-ideal of S  if BBSB . An 
element a of an LA-semigroup  S   is called a 
regular element if there exists an element x  in 
S  such that aaxa )( . An LA-semigroup S is 
called regular if every element of S is regular. 
An element a of an LA-semigroup S  is called 
an intra-regular element of S  if there exist 

Syx,  such that  yxaa )( 2  and S  is called 
intra-regular if all elements of S  are intra-
regular. 
In an LA-semigroup the medial law holds: 

))(())(( bdaccdab , for all Sdcba ,,, . In 
an LA-semigroup S  with left identity, the 
paramedical law holds: 
 ))(())(( badccdab , for all Sdcba ,,, . If S
is an LA-semigroup with left identity e , then  

)()( acbbca  for all Scba ,,  . 
A fuzzy subset f  of a universe X  is a 
function from X into the unit closed 
interval ]1,0[ , i.e. 1,0: Xf . The 
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symbols gf , and gf  will mean the 
following fuzzy subsets of S 
 

otherwise                            0
 if   yzxzgyf

xgf
yzx

,,max  
,min  

xgxfxgforxgxfxgf
xgxfxgforxgxfxgf

 
for all  Sx  . Let f and g  be two fuzzy 
subsets of an LA-semigroup S . The product 

gf is defined by  
 
 Definition 1. [24] A fuzzy subset f  of S   is 
called a fuzzy subLA-semigroup of S  if  

},min{ yfxfxyf  , for all  Syx,   
 Definition 2. [24]  A fuzzy subset f of S  is 
called a fuzzy left (resp. right) ideal of S  if 
for all  Syx,   
 yfxyf  .. xfxyfresp   
A fuzzy subset f of S is called a fuzzy ideal 
of S  if it is both a fuzzy left and a fuzzy right 
ideal of S . 
 Definition 3. [11] Let X  be a non-empty set. 
A bipolar fuzzy set B  in X  is an object having 
the form 

,:, , XxxxxB  
where ]1,0[: X  and 

]0,1[: X  are mappings. The positive 
membership degree  x  denotes the 
satisfaction degree of an element x  to the 
property corresponding to a bipolar-valued 
fuzzy set XxxxxB : ,,  and 
the negative membership degree 

x denotes the satisfaction degree of an 
element x  to some implicit counter property 
corresponding to a bipolar-valued fuzzy set  

XxxxxB :, ,  . If 0x   
and 0x , it is the situation that x  is 

regarded as having only positive satisfaction 
for  XxxxxB :, ,  . If 

0x and 0x  , it is the situation that 
x  does not satisfy the property of 

XxxxxB :, ,   but 
somewhat satisfies the counter property 
of XxxxxB :, , . It is 
possible for an element x to be such that

0x  and 0x  when the 
membership function of property overlaps that 
of its counter property over some portion of 
X . 
 Theorem 4. [30] Let  ,B   be a 
bipolar fuzzy subset of an LA-semigroup  S . 
Then the following properties hold 
 )1(  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy subLA-
semigroup of S  if and only if  

and    
 )2(  ,B   is a bipolar fuzzy left 
(resp. right) ideal of S  if and only if 
S and S  (resp. 

S  and S  ). 
 )3(  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy two sided 
ideal of S  if and only if  S  ,  
S  and S ,  and 
S  . 
 )4( ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy bi-ideal 
of  S   if and only if  
(i)  and  ,  (ii) 

SS  and SS . 
 Theorem 5. [30] Let A   be a non-empty 
subset of an LA-semigroup  S . Then,  A   is a 
subLA-semigroup (resp. left, right, bi) ideal of  
S   if and only if  ,AA CC  AC   is a bipolar 
fuzzy subLA-semigroup (resp. left, right, bi) 
ideal of S . 
Theorem 6. [30] Let  ,B   be a 
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bipolar fuzzy subset of an LA-semigroup S . 
Then the following properties hold 
 )1(  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy subLA-
semigroup of S  if and only if  

and    
 )2(  ,B   is a bipolar fuzzy left 
(resp. right) ideal of S  if and only if 
S and S  (resp. 

S  and S  ). 
 )3(  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy two sided 
ideal of S  if and only if  S  ,  
S  and S ,  and 
S  . 
 )4( ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy bi-ideal 
of  S   if and only if  
(i)  and  ,  (ii) 

SS  and SS . 
 Theorem 7. [30] Let A   be a non-empty 
subset of an LA-semigroup  S . Then,  A   is a 
subLA-semigroup (resp. left, right, bi) ideal of  
S   if and only if  ,AA CC  AC   is a bipolar 
fuzzy subLA-semigroup (resp. left, right, bi) 
ideal of S . 
 
 

BIPOLAR FUZZY IDEALS IN  
LA-SEMIGROUPS 

In this section we study different properties of 
bipolar fuzzy left (right) ideals in LA-
semigroups and obtained some useful results. 
 Definition 8.  Let S  be an LA-semigroup 
and ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy set of S  
. Then,  ,B   is called a bipolar 
fuzzy subLA-semigroup of S  if for all 

Syx,  the following conditions hold; 
 ,,min1 yxxyBF   
 .,max2 yxxyBF   
 Definition 9. Let S  be an LA-semigroup and 

,B  be a bipolar fuzzy set of S . 
Then  ,B   is called bipolar fuzzy 
left (resp. right) ideal of S  if for all  Syx,
the following conditions hold; 
 )(3 yxyBF   
(resp. )(xxy ), 
 yxyBF4   (resp. 

)(xxy  ). 
A bipolar fuzzy set ,B   is called a 
bipolar fuzzy ideal of  S   if it is bipolar fuzzy 
left ideal and bipolar fuzzy right ideal of  .S   
 Definition 10. Let  ,B   be a 
bipolar fuzzy set of a non-empty set  S   and  

]1,0[]0,1[),( ts  . 
The set  })(:{ txSxBt   is called 
positive t-cut of  .B   
The set  })(:{ sxSxBs   is called 
negative s-cut of  .B   
The set  })(,)(:{),( sxtxSxB ts

is called (s, t)-cut of  .B   
The set  })(:{ txSxBt

s   is called 
positive t-cut of  B  . 
The set  })(:{ sxSxBs

s   is called 
negative s-cut of  B  . 
The set  

})(,)(:{),( sxtxSxB ts
s   is 
called (s,t)-cut of  .B   
 Theorem 11. Let  ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy set of an LA-semigroup S  and  

]1,0[]0,1[),( ts  . Then,  ,B   is 
a bipolar fuzzy sub LA-semigroup if and onlt 
if the sets  })(:{ txSxBt  and 

})(:{ sxSxBs   are subLA-semigroups 
of .S   
 Proof. Let  ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy 
set of an LA-semigroup  S   and  
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})(:{ txSxBt  and  
.})(:{ sxSxBs  Now, let  ., tByx  

Then,  tx)(  and ty)( . Since  

txy
tttyxxy

)(
},{min)}(),({min)(

 

Thus, .tBxy  Therefore,  
})(:{ txSxBt   is a sub LA-semigroup 

of S . Now, let  sByx,  . Then  sx)(   
and  sy)(  . Since  

sxysss
yxxy

)(},{min
)}(),({min)(

 

Thus, tBxy . Therefore, 
})(:{ sxSxBs  is a sub LA-semigroup 

of  .S  
Conversely, let ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy set of an LA-semigroup  S   such that  

})(:{ txSxBt  and  })(:{ sxSxBs   
are sub LA_semigroups of S . Assume that  

)}(),(min{)( yxxy  . Let choose  
)}](),(min{)([2

1 yxxyt  . Then,  
)}.(),(min{)( yxtxy   This implies  

tByx,   but  ,tBxy   which is a 
contradiction. Hence,  

)}.(),(min{)( yxxy   Similarly, we can 
prove  )}(),(max{)( yxxy  . Therefore,  

,B   is a bipolar fuzzy subLA-
semigroup of an LA-semigroup  S  . 
 Theorem 12. Let  ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy set of an LA-semigroup  S   and  

]1,0[]0,1[),( ts  . Then,  ,B   is 
a bipolar fuzzy left (resp, right) ideal of  S   if 
and only if the sets  

})(:{ txSxBt   and  
})(:{ sxSxBs   are left (resp, 

right) ideals of  .S   
 Proof. Let  ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy 
left ideal of an LA-semigroup  S   and  

})(:{ txSxBt   and  
})(:{ sxSxBs . Now, let Sx

and  tBy . Then  .)( tx   Since  
.)()()( txytyxy  

Therefore, tBxy . Hence,  
})(:{ txSxBt   is a left ideal of S . Now, 

let  Sx   and  sBy  . Then,  sx)(  .  
Since  

.)()()( sxysyxy  
Therefore,  .sBxy  Hence,  sB   is a left ideal 
of  S  . 
Conversely, let  ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy set of an LA-semigroup  S   such that  

})(:{ txSxBt   and  
})(:{ sxSxBs   are left ideals of  S

. Assume that  )()( yxy   for  Syx, . 
Let choose  )}].()([2

1 yxyt   Then  
).()( ytxy   This implies  tBy   but  

tBxy  , which is a contradiction. Hence,  
)()( yxy . Similarly, we can prove  
)()( yxy . Therefore,  ,B   is 

a bipolar fuzzy left ideal of  S  . 
 Theorem 13. Let ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy set of an LA-semigroup  S   and  

]1,0[]0,1[),( ts  .Then, ,B   is a 
bipolar fuzzy subLA-semigroup of  S   if and 
only if the sets txSxB ts )(:{),(

),(  and 

})( sx   are sub LA-semigroup of S   
 Proof: Straightforward. 
 Theorem 14. Let  ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy set of LA-semigroup  S   and  
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]1,0[]0,1[),( ts  .Then,  ,B  is a 
bipolar fuzzy left (resp, right) ideal of  S   if 
and onlt if the sets  txSxB ts )(:{),(

),(   

and  })( sx   are left (resp, right) ideal 
of  .S   
 Proof. Straightforward. 
 Example 15. Let edcbaS ,,,,  be an LA-
semigroup defined by the following Cayley 
table; 

dcebae
edcbad
cedbac
bbbbab
aaaaaa
edcba

 

Let  ,B  be a BFS  in the LA-
semigroup S  and defined as;  

3.0)()()(,7.0)(,8.0)(
4.0)()()(,6.0)(,9.0)(

edcba
edcba

 
Now, 

8.07.0 if       
7.03.0 if    ,

3.00 if       
 and

 
9.06.0 if    
6.04.0 if   ,

4.00 if        

ta
tba

tS
B

ta
tba

tS
B

s

t

 

Then, clearly  B   is a bipolar fuzzy left (right) 
ideal of  S  . 
 Theorem 16. Let ,B   be a bipolar 
fuzzy right ideal of an LA-semigroup  S   with 
left identity. Then, ,B   is a bipolar 
fuzzy left ideal of .S  
 Proof: Given that  ,B  is a bipolar 
fuzzy right ideal of S . We show that  

,B   is a bipolar fuzzy left ideal 

of S . Let Syx, . Then,  

)()(
)()()(

}){()(

}){()(

yxy
yyxxy

eyxxy
yexxy

 

Now,  

)()(
)()()(

}){()(

}){()(

yxy
yyxxy

eyxxy
yexxy

 

Hence,  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy left 
ideal of .S  
 Corollary 3.11:  Let S  be an LA-semigroup 
with left identity. Then, every bipolar fuzzy 
right ideal of S  is a bipolar fuzzy ideal of S . 
 Theorem 17: Let ,B  be a bipolar 
fuzzy left ideal of an LA-semigroup S  with 
left identity. Then, 
S andS  . 
 Proof. Since by definition we have  
S  and  S  . It is 
sufficient to show that  S   and  
S     . Let  Sx  . Then, we have 

S

S

S

SS

SS

)()(
))(1()(

))()(()(

))()(()(

xx
xx

xex

zyx
yzx

 

Now, for  S  , 
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S

S

S

SS

SS

)()(
))(1()(

))()(()(

))()(()(

x
x

xe

zyx
yzx

 

Hence,  S   and  S . 
 Theorem 18. The product of two bipolar 
fuzzy left (right) ideals of an LA semigroup  
S   with left identity is a bipolar fuzzy left 
(right) ideal of  S  . 
 Proof. Let ,1B  and ,2B   
be any two bipolar fuzzy left ideals of .S    

)(
)()(

and )(

)()(

S

SS

S

SS

 

Hence,  ,21 BB   is a 
bipolar fuzzy left ideal of S . 
Now, let ,1B  and ,2B   be 
any two bipolar fuzzy right ideals of S . 

)()(
)()()(
)()()(

)()(
)()()(
)()()(

S

SSS

SSS

S

SSS

SSS

 

Hence,  ,21 BB   is a 
bipolar fuzzy right ideal of  S  . 
 Proposition 19. Let S  be an LA-semigroup. 
Then, every bipolar fuzzy left ideal which is 
idempotent is a bipolar fuzzy ideal of S   
 Proof. Let ,B  be a bipolar fuzzy 
left ideal of S  which is idempotent. Then, 

S

SSS

S

SSS

)()(

)()(

 

Hence,  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy ideal 
of S . 
 Theorem 20. Let  ,B  be a bipolar 
fuzzy in an LA-semigroup S with left identity 
such that  BBB . Then, following are true. 

(i)  BS   is an idempotent .   
(ii) Every bipolar fuzzy left ideal ,C
in S  commutes with ,B  . 
 Proof. i   To prove BS  is an idempotent. 

SSSSS

SSSSS

)()()()( and
)()()()(

ii   

)(
)()(

S  

and 

)(
)()(

S  

Thus, . Now,  

)(
)()(

S  

and 

)(
)()(

S  
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Thus, 

CBBC
BC ,,

This completes the proof. 
 

BIPOLAR FUZZY IDEALS IN REGULAR AND 
INTRA-REGULAR LA-SEMIGROUP 

 
In this section we study different properties of 
bipolar fuzzy left (right) ideals in regular and 
intra-regular LA-semigroups and obtained 
some useful results. We characterize some 
different classes of LA-semigroups by bipolar 
fuzzy left (right) ideals. 
 Theorem 21. Let S  be an LA-semigroup 
with left identity and let ,B   be a 
bipolar fuzzy set of S . If )()( 2xBxB  holds 
for all  x  in S . Then, S  is regular. 
 Proof: Assume that S be an LA-semigroup 
with left identity. So, clearly Sx2  is a subset of 
S   and therefore its characteristic function  

SxSx 2
2 ,

Sx2
  is a bipolar fuzzy set of  

S . Let  Sx  . Then, by given assumption  
)()( 2

22
xx

SxSx
 and )()( 2

22
xx

SxSx
 

for all  .Sx  As Sxx 22   because by using  
))(())(( badccdab   for all  ,,,, Sdcba   we 

have  22 ))(())(( SxxxSSSSxxSx  . 

Therefore, 1)( 2
2

x
Sx

 and  1)( 2
2

x
Sx

 , 

which implies that  Sxx 2 . Now, by using  
acbcab )()( , )()( acbbca   and  

))(())(( badccdab . We have  

.)(
)()))((()))(((

)))((()))((((
)))(((()))(((

))(())((
2

2

xxSx
xxSxSxsxxxSxS

xSxSxxSxSS
xSxxSSxSxSS

xxSSSSxxSxx

 

Thus, S  is a regular. 
 Lemma 22.  Let S  be a regular LA-

semigroup and let ,A , rrB ,
be bipolar fuzzy right and left ideals of S , 
respectively. Then, .BABA   
 Proof. Let  ,A   and  rrB ,
be any bipolar fuzzy right and left ideals of a 
regular LA-semigroup S .  Then, clearly  

rrrr  and  
which shows that  .BABA   
Now,  let Sa . Then, there exists Sx  such 
that aaxa )(   and therefore, we have 

))(()()(

)}()({))((
)(

arara

araxar
aaxa  

and 

.))((
)()(

)}()({))((
)(

ar
ara

araxar
aaxa

 

Thus, we get that  rr   and  
rr , which gives us 

BABA  and therefore BABA  .
 Lemma 23. Every bipolar fuzzy two-sided 
ideal ,A  of a regular LA-semigroup 
is idempotent. 
 Proof. Let S  be a regular LA-semigroup and 
let ,A  be a bipolar fuzzy two sided 
ideal of S . Now for  Sa   there exists Sx
such that aaxa )(  and therefore we have 

).())((
)()())((
)()())((

)}()({))((
)(

aa
aaa
aaxa

aaxa
aaxa

 

Which shows that  and 
clearly . Now,  
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).())((
)()())((
)()())((

)}()({))((
)(

aa
aaa
aaxa

aaxa
aaxa

 

Thus,   and clearly 
. Therefore,  and  
 . Hence, 

.,, AAA   
 Lemma 24. In a regular LA-semigroup S . 
The following hold 
 BB S  and BBS   for every bipolar 
fuzzy two sided ideal ,B  of S , 
where  SSS ,  . 
 Proof. Let S  be a regular LA-semigroup and 
let ,B  be a bipolar fuzzy two sided 
ideal of S . Now, for Sa  there exists Sx  
such that aaxa )( , therefore 

).())((
)(1)(

)()(

)}()({))((
)(

aa
aa

aax

aaxa
aaxa

S

S

SS

 

and 

).())((
)(1)(

)()(

)}()({))((
)(

aa
aax

aax

aaxa
aaxa

S

S

SS

 

Which shows that S   and  
.S   Now, by using Theorem 2.4, 

we get  S  and S  . 
Hence, BB S . Similarly, we can prove 
that .BBS   
 Corollary 25. In a regular LA-semigroup  S  
,  AA S   and  AAS   hold for every 
bipolar fuzzy right ideal ,A  of S , 

where SSS ,  . 
 Theorem 26. If  ,B   is a bipolar 
fuzzy two sided ideal of a regular LA-
semigroup S   with left identity, then  

)()( baBabB holds for all ba,  in S  . 
 Proof. Let ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy 
two sided ideal of a regular LA-semigroup S
with left identity and let ba, S . Then, 

aaxa )(   and bbyb )(  for some ., Syx
Now, by using  ))(())(( bdaccdab
and ))(())(( badccdab , we have 

).()(Similarly   .)()(
))))()((((
))))()((((

)))(()(()(
))))()((((

))))()((((
)))(()(()(

ababbaab
byaxba
baaxby

aaxbbyba
axbyba

abbyax
bbyaaxab

and 

).()(Similarly  .)()(
))))()((((
))))()((((

)))(()(()(
))))()((((

))))()((((
)))(()(()(

ababbaab
byaxba
baaxby

aaxbbyba
axbyba

abbyax
bbyaaxab

Which shows that )()( baab  and 
)()( baab  for all ba,  in S . Thus,  

)()( baBabB  holds for all ba,  in .S   
 Corollary 27. If ,B  is a bipolar 
fuzzy right ideal of a regular LA-semigroup  
S   with left identity, then  )()( baBabB
holds for all ba,  in .S   
 Lemma 28. A bipolar fuzzy set  
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B ,   of an intra-regular LA-
semigroup S  is a bipolar fuzzy right ideal if 
and only if it is a bipolar fuzzy left ideal. 
 Proof. Assume that  ,B   be any 
bipolar fuzzy right ideal of S . Since  S   is an 
intra-regular so for each  Sa  there exist 

Syx,  such that yxaa )( 2    

.

))(())((

))(())((

22

22

bab
bbyab

xabybyxaab
bab

bbyab
xabybyxaab

 

Hence,  B ,   is a bipolar fuzzy left 
ideal of .S   
Conversely, assume that  B ,   is a 
bipolar fuzzy left ideal of S , then  

.

))(())((

))(())((

22

22

22

22

aab
aaxaab

xabybyxaab
aab

aaxaab
xabybyxaab

 

Hence,  B    ,   is a bipolar fuzzy 
right ideal of .S   
 Lemma 29. Every bipolar fuzzy two-sided 
ideal of an intra-regular LA-semigroup S   
with left identity is idempotent. 
 Proof: Assume that ,B  be any 
bipolar fuzzy two sided ideal of S . Then, 
clearly  

S
S

 

Since  S   is an intra-regular so for each Sa  
there exist Syx,   such that  yxaa )( 2  . 

Now, by using  acbcab )()(   and  
)()( acbbca   we have 

axayyxaayaaxyxaa ))(())(())(()( 2 . 
Then, 

).())((

)()()())((
)())(())((

)())(())((
)())((

)()()())((
)())(())((

)())(())((

))((

))((

aa
aaaa

axaya

axaya
aa

aaaa
axaya

axaya

axaya

axaya

 

Hence,  BBB   
BIPOLAR FUZZY BI-IDEALS IN REGULAR 

AND INTRA-REGULAR LA-SEMIGROUP 
                       
In this section we study different properties of 
bipolar fuzzy (bi. generalized bi) ideals in 
regular and intra-regular LA-semigroups and 
obtained some useful results. 
 Definition 30. Let S  be an LA-semigroup 
and ,B   be a bipolar fuzzy set of S . 
Then, ,B  is called a bipolar fuzzy 
subLA-semigroup of S  if for all Szyx ,,
the following conditions hold; 
 ,,min1 yxxyBFB   
 ,,max2 yxxyBFB   
 ,,min3 zxzxyBFB   
 .,max4 zxzxyBFB   
 Theorem 31.  For a bipolar fuzzy subset 

,B   of an intra-regular LA-
semigroup  S   with left identity the following
conditions are equivalent 
(1)  B   is a bipolar fuzzy bi-ideal of  S  . 
(2)  B   is a bipolar fuzzy generalized bi-ideal 
of  S  . 
 Proof.  )2()1(   
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Let B be any bipolar fuzzy bi-ideal of  .S  
Then, obviously B  is a bipolar fuzzy 
generalized bi-ideal of  .S  
 )1()2(   
Let  ,B   be any bipolar fuzzy 
generalized bi-ideal of S  , and  Sba, . 
Since  S   is an intra-regular, so for each 

Sa   there exist Syx,   such that 
yxaa )( 2  . We have  

).()(
)()())))((((
)))((()))(((

)))((())((
)))((()))(((

))(())((

2

22

22

baab
babayexa

bayexabaayex
bxyeaabxyea

bxayebexya
bxyabyxaab

 

and 

).()(
)()())))((((
)))((()))(((

)))((())((
)))((()))(((

))(())((

2

22

22

baab
babayexa

bayexabaayex
bxyeaabxyea

bxayebexya
bxyabyxaab

 

Therefore,  ,B   is a bipolar fuzzy 
bi-ideal of S . 
 Theorem 32. For a bipolar fuzzy subset  

,B   of an intra-regular LA-
semigroup  S   with left identity,the following 
conditions are equivalent 
(1)  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy left(right) 
ideal of S . 
(2)  ,B  is a bipolar fuzzy bi-ideal of 
S . 
 Proof.  :)2()1(   Let  ,B   be any 
bipolar fuzzy left (right) ideal of .S  Then, 
obviously  ,B   is a bipolar fuzzy bi-

ideal of S . 
 :)1()2(   Let  ,B   be any bipolar 
fuzzy bi-ideal of  S   and for  ., Sba   Since, 
S   is an intra-regular, so there exist yx, , 

Svu,   such that  yxaa )( 2   and  
vubb )( 2  . Now, by using, acbcab )()( ,  

)()( acbbca ,  ))(())(( bdaccdab  and  
))(())(( badccdab , we have 

).(
)()(

)))))))(((((((
))))))(((((((
))))))(()(((((
))))))((((((
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xabybyxaab

 
and 
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aaybx
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aaxybaxyb
ybxa
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)))))))(((((((
))))))(((((((
))))))(()(((((
))))))((((((

)))))(((((((
2

2

aab
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aaybxyxa
aaaybxyx
axybxyaa
axybxya

axaybxy

 

Thus,  ,B   is a bipolar fuzzy left 
ideal of  S . Now, for bipolar fuzzy right ideal 
of  S  . Let  ., Sba   Then, we have  

).(
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).(
)()(

))))))(((((((
))))))()((((((

))))))(()(((((

bab
bb

bbuvavub
bbbuvavu
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Hence,  ,B   is a bipolar fuzzy right 
ideal of  S  . This completes the proof. 
 Theorem 33. In an LA-semigroup  S  with 
left identity, the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1)  S   is intra-regular. 
(2)  2121 BBBB   for every bipolar fuzzy 
right ideal  ,1B   and every bipolar 
fuzzy left ideal  ,2B   of  S  . 
 Proof. Assume that  S   is intra-regular. Let  

1B   and  2B   be any bipolar fuzzy right and 
bipolar fuzzy left ideal of  S  . We have,  

21 BB SB1 1B   and 21 BB

2BS 2B , which implies that  

21 BB 21 BB . Since S  is an intra-regular, 
so for each Sa  there exist  Syx,  such 
that yxaa )( 2 . Now, by using, 

acbcab )()( , )()( acbbca , 
))(())(( bdaccdab   and  ))(())(( badccdab

, we have  

.)))((()))(((
)))(((

))(())(()( 2

ayeaxayeax
axaey

axayyaaxyxaa
 

Therefore, we have 

.
))((

)()(
)()))(((

)()))((())(( )))(((

a
aa

ayeax

ayeaxa ayeaxa
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and 

.
))((

)()(
)()))(((

)()))((())(( )))(((

a
aa

ayeax

ayeaxa ayeaxa

 
Thus,  2121 BBBB . 
 )1()2(   
Let  A   and  B   be any right and left ideals of  
S  . Then by Theorem 2.5, AAA CCC ,   and  

BBBC CC ,   are bipolar fuzzy right and 
bipolar fuzzy left ideals of  S  , respectively. 
Let  BAa  . Then,  Aa   and  Ba  . 
We have 
 

,)())(())((1 ABaaCaCCaCC ABBBBB

 so  ABBA   and  BAAB   always 
holds. Thus, BABA . Hence,  S   is an 
intra-regular. 
 

Conclusion 
 
It is well known that LA-semigroup is a basic 
structure in algebraic structures and has 
applications in flocks theory. Ideal theory 
plays important role in LA-semigroup theory. 
Bipolar fuzzy models give more precision, 
flexibility and compatibility to the system as 
compared to the classical and fuzzy models. In 
the study of the structure of a bipolar fuzzy 
algebraic system, we notice that bipolar fuzzy 
ideals with special properties always play an 
important role. In this paper, we study the 
bipolar fuzzy subLA-semigroup (left, right, bi) 
ideal in regular and intra-regular LA-
semigroup and obtained some results. We plan 
to extend our research of fuzzification to 

)1( Bipolar fuzzy interior (generalized bi, 
prime bi) ideals of LA-semigroups.  )2(  

Bipolar fuzzy -ideals of -LA-semigroups.
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